Produce a Liquid Compost Tea & Compost Meat, Bones, Dairy and Food Scraps!

**NO Unpleasant Smells & NO Turning Required**

Happy Farmer™ Kitchen Composter & Happy Farmer™ Bokashi

**STEP 1:**
You will need the Happy Farmer™ Kitchen Composter & Happy Farmer™ Bokashi Compost Starter.

**STEP 2:**
Chop kitchen scraps into small pieces. This allows for greater surface area for the microbes to feast on. You can use bones, cheese, coffee grounds, filters and meat.

**STEP 3:**
First, lightly dust the Happy Farmer™ Bokashi Compost starter in the bottom of the bucket. Too much may cause blockage in the spicket.

**STEP 4:**
One layer (up to 3") of food scraps should be placed in bucket. When putting in meat, bones, cheese, coffee grounds and other hard to decompose materials, use more Happy Farmer™ Bokashi.

**STEP 5:**
Each time garbage is added, spread a handful of Happy Farmer™ Bokashi in the bucket.

**STEP 6:**
Use a wooden spatula or spoon to mix Happy Farmer™ Bokashi, once mixed, add more.

**STEP 7:**
Until bucket is full, minimize exposure to air by placing a plastic bag or plate over the top and press down. Leave in place until next use.

**STEP 8:**
Close lid tightly. Repeat steps 1-6 each time food scraps are added.

**STEP 9:**
Drain EM Compost Tea every 2-3 days. Be sure to dilute it 1:1000 (Tbsp/gallon). Use Immediately for happy plant or drain to septic system. When bucket is full, dig a hole in yard and bury the compost.

**Remember!**
- Only stir each new layer of food waste. Try not to mix it with the previous layers of food waste.
- Make sure to close the lid tightly.
- Drain off the liquid "juice" in the bottom of the bucket.